What Time Is It?

Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek – darolyn@daretoclog.com
Level: Intermediate
CD: High School Musical 2 Soundtrack

Wait 16 beats

PART A

What Time is it?
2 Boogie Basics (1/4 turn left)
What Time is it?
Utah Rock Slide (1/4 turn left)
Repeat to front

PART D

2 Turkeys
Time Step
Right Triple
2 Turkeys
Vine Break Dig

PART B

MJ Turn (1/2 turn right)
2 Slewfoots
Repeat to front

PART E

Basketball Turn Basic (1/2 turn right)
Double 1 2 3
2 Skuffs
Simone Stomp
Repeat to front

PART C

Kangaroo
Right Triple
2 Tapbacks
2 DS
2 Stomps

PART F

Easy Slider with Stomp
2 Potholes
2 Heel RS (1/4 turn left each)
Repeat with opposite footwork
Chain Slide

PART A

What time is it
2 Boogie Basics (1/4 turn left)
What Time is it
Utah Rock Slide (1/4 turn left)
Repeat to front

PART B

MJ Turn (1/2 turn right)
2 Slewfoots
Repeat to front

PART B

MJ Turn (1/2 turn right)
2 Slewfoots
Repeat to front

PART C

Kangaroo
Right Triple
2 Tapbacks
2 DS
2 Stomps

PART A

What time is it
2 Boogie Basics (1/4 turn left)
What Time is it
Utah Rock Slide (1/4 turn left)
Repeat to front

PART A

What Time is it
2 Boogie Basics (1/4 turn left)
What Time is it
Utah Rock Slide (1/4 turn left)
Repeat to front

SEQUENCE: A B C A B C A D E F B A ENDING
WHAT TIME IS IT? – Step Breakdown

What Time is It? - DT Bounce(out) Bounce(out) Bounce(tog) Clap DS DS
  L BOTH BOTH BOTH L R & 1 & 2 e &3 &4

Boogie Basics - DS RS(xib) DS RS(xib)
  L RL R LR

Utah Rock Slide - DS DT RS Ba Sl
  L R RL R R

MJ Turn - DS DS(xib) R Heel (pivot ½ turn right) S RS DS RS Br Up (1/2 turn right)
  L R L R L RL R LR L

2 Slewfoots - DS Tch (toe out) Tch (toe in) Stamp (toe out)
  L R R R

Kangaroo - DS Slide RS Slide RS
  L L RL L RL

Right Triple - DS DS DS RS
  R L R LR

2 Tapbacks - DT (b) Sl Tap S(b) DT (b) Sl Tap S(b)
  L R L L R L R R R

2 Turkeys - Heel Flap S DS RS Heel Flap S DS RS
  L L R LR R R L R LR

Time Step - S Ball Ball S Ball Ball S
  L R L R L R L

Vine Break Dig - DS DS(xib) DS(os) DS(xif)/Break pause Jump/HT Hop/HT Sl/Up DS RS
  L R L L / L L / R L / R L/R R LR &1 &2 &3 &4 & 5 & 6 &7 &8

Basketball Turn Basic - Pivot (1/2 turn right) S DS RS (1/2 turn right)
  L L RL

Double 1 2 3 - DS DS DT Ball Ball Ball
  R L R R L R

2 Skuffs - DS Skuff Up DS Skuff Up
  L R R L

Simone Stomp - DS DS Stomp Stomp Drag Slide
  L R L R BOTH BOTH

Easy Slider with Stomp - DS Dr Toe(xif) Toe(os) Toe(xib) Pull(os) S RS DS DS Stamp Stomp
  L L R L R L L RL R L R R

2 Potholes - DT Heels Out Heels In Chug DT Heels Out Heels In Chug
  L BOTH BOTH R R BOTH BOTH L

2 Heel RS - Heel (1/4 turn left) RS Heel (1/4 turn left) RS (1/4 turn left each)
  L RL R LR

Chain Slide - DS RS RS Ba Sl
  L RL RL R R